Take Climate Action Now!
The CANWM Climate Charter Leaflet includes this poster showing actions each of us can take in our homes, workplaces and communities. The table at the
end includes links to background information and more resources for each idea. Additional links for each idea are shown as “[+]”. If you know of other
useful resources, or you spot any errors such as broken links, please contact us here: https://www.climateactionwm.org.uk/feedback
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Theme

Climate Charter Points
 Generate the energy we need from renewable sources wind, solar, tidal and wave, to be delivered by suppliers for
public benefit.

Energy &
Consumption

 Leave fossil fuel reserves in the ground. Stop the use of
fracking and ban further oil, coal and gas exploration.
Phase out dangerous nuclear energy.

Personal

Local

National / Global

Switch to clean energy

Join a community energy
scheme

Oppose fracking

Reduce, reuse, recycle [+][+]
Discover your “carbon
footprint”

Lobby for renewable energy
Share skills and resources in
your community

 Reduce our consumption of all resources including energy
and water to sustainable levels.

Transport

Housing

 Invest in a rapid and massive shift towards low carbon,
clean public transport free at the point of use. Promote
cycling, walking and car sharing options.
 Halt airport expansion and end unnecessary short-haul
flights.
 Invest in house and other building insulation using
sustainable materials. All new builds to be built to a carbon
neutral specification.
 Support people to switch to low carbon and zero carbon
energy sources and appliances in their homes.
 All food production should be environmentally sustainable
and socially just. Put an end to all food waste.

Walk, cycle, take a bus [+][+]

Lobby for clean air

Stop airport expansion [+]

Fly less often [+]

Clean Air Day [+]

Campaign for Better
Transport [+]

Insulate your home [+]

Join a Community Land Trust

Campaign for affordable zero
carbon housing [+]

Use efficient lights and
appliances

Support Fuel Poverty groups

Eat less meat [+]

Support anti-waste
campaigns

Car share

Refuse plastic

Food

Protect bees and wildlife [+]

Support litter picks

Support sustainable farming
[+]

Support a divestment
campaign

Support One Million climate
jobs campaign

Start a green enterprise [+]

Lobby for onshore wind
power [+]

Join Mums for Lungs

Support UN Sustainable
Development Goals [+]

Grow your own [+]
 Retrain the workforce and invest in jobs which do not harm
the environment.

Reduce energy and waste at
work

Employment
 Embed environmental issues throughout the education
system for all ages.

Education
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Discuss climate change with
family and friends [+][+]

Join a walking bus group
Learn more about climate
change [+][+][+]

National play day

